“Serres Nemo has brought us remarkable cost savings.”
Since Klinikum Gütersloh started using Serres Nemo, they have achieved significant cost savings while also improving the hospital’s workflow.

Helko Sahm, Waste Manager at Klinikum Gütersloh, was looking for a more cost-effective way of disposing of hazardous liquid waste and fluids that are removed during medical procedures. He compared different options and found out about Serres Nemo.

“The disposal of infectious fluid waste didn’t function optimally, and it was also quite expensive. We made some calculations and decided to buy the equipment,” Sahm explains.

The delivery and installation of Serres Nemo was straight-forward, and the equipment has been in daily use ever since.

| SAVINGS OF UP TO 80% |

“We can now ensure a high level of worker protection because our employees are no longer exposed to potentially infectious fluid waste.”

The disposal of fluids is also now possible in the surgical unit, which leads to significant reduction in waste management costs.

“Instead of disposing full suction bags as hazardous waste, we now benefit from 80% savings. Even if we would dispose the secretions as regular hospital waste as we used to, we’d still realize 25% savings. Those are remarkable savings,” says Sahm.

| “OUR STAFF IS HAPPY” |

Sahm is very pleased with the overall experience.

“We’ve achieved the desired cost savings, our procedures are now more hygienic than before, and our staff is happy. I can definitely recommend Serres Nemo.”

Serres is the progressive leader in smart fluid management solutions around suction. Its suction bag systems and fluid waste disposal equipment promote safer, smarter and more cost-efficient fluid waste management in hospitals.

Supporting over 40 000 operations a day, the Serres medical suction system helps healthcare professionals around the world focus where it matters.

More information at serres.com
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